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A novel statistical scheme is presented for the classification of shallow water acoustic signals
according to the environmental parameters of the medium through which they have propagated. An
efficient way to classify these signals is important for inverse procedures in underwater acoustics
aiming at the recovery of the geoacoustic parameters of an oceanic environment, using
measurements of the acoustic field due to an acoustic source. An important issue in this procedure
is the determination of an efficient “observable” of the acoustic signal �feature extraction�, which
characterizes the signal in connection with the recoverable parameters. The proposed method is
based on a transformation of the acoustic signals via a one-dimensional �1D� wavelet decomposition
and then by fitting the distribution of the subband coefficients using an appropriate function. We
observe that statistical distributions with heavy algebraic tails, such as the alpha-Stable family, are
often very accurate in capturing the non-Gaussian behavior of the subband coefficients. As a result,
the feature extraction step consists of estimating the parameters of the alpha-Stable model, while the
similarity between two distinct signals is measured by employing the Kullback–Leibler Divergence
between their corresponding alpha-Stable distributions. The performance of the proposed
classification method is studied using simulated acoustic signals generated in a shallow water
environment. © 2006 Acoustical Society of America. �DOI: 10.1121/1.2165003�

PACS number�s�: 43.30.Pc, 43.60.Pt, 43.60.Lq �AIT� Pages: 1396–1405
I. INTRODUCTION

Among the most interesting inverse problems in under-
water acoustics is that of determining the sea-bed or water
column parameters from acoustic measurements obtained in
the water column. A great amount of literature is devoted to
different issues of inversion procedures in underwater acous-
tics �e.g., Refs. 1–21�. Matched-field,1–7 and modal phase8–10

inversions are based on measurements made at a number of
hydrophones greater than one, whereas ray inversions typical
in ocean acoustic tomography11–13 and modal travel time
inversions14–16 are based on measurements made at a single
hydrophone. With the exception of the matched-field tech-
niques, in all other cases a suitable “observable” should be
clearly identified. For instance, identification of the modal
character of a signal may be based on mode filtering �when
multiple receivers are available�,17 on time domain
techniques18 or on techniques utilizing characteristics of the
signal in the time-frequency domain.19–21 The observable is
used as the link between the recoverable parameters and the
measurements.

All the above mentioned techniques have been the sub-
ject of on-going research for the improvement of their per-
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formance, in connection with linear or nonlinear inversion
procedures, which are necessary for the estimation of a so-
lution to the inverse problem that would be as close to reality
as possible. The problem is that the techniques are not al-
ways applicable in practical applications �for instance rays or
modes may not be identified in a specific experiment�, or the
sensitivity of the observable to slight changes of the environ-
mental parameters is not always enough for an inversion
technique to be applied with confidence and therefore, alter-
native techniques for signal classification based on a differ-
ent feature are always in the front of research.

It should be noted that most of the inversion procedures
and the associated observable identification �feature extrac-
tion� are based on deterministic approaches. The present
work concerns signal classification in the case of a single
reception, when the available measurement is typically a sig-
nal in the time domain. Here, an alternative technique is
proposed, in which the tasks of feature extraction �FE� and
similarity measurement �SM� are considered in a joint statis-
tical framework. In particular, features that precisely and
uniquely describe the internal characteristics of the underwa-
ter acoustic signal, are studied taking into account the fact
that these features should be sensitive to slight variations of
the most important parameters of the environment under
consideration. In the proposed approach, the FE step be-
comes a Maximum Likelihood �ML� estimator of the model

parameters fitting the given transformed acoustic signal,
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while the SM step employs the Kullback–Leibler divergence
�KLD�,22 which is a statistical measure of similarity between
probability density functions having different model param-
eters. Using this statistical approach each signal is modeled
by the marginal densities of the transform coefficients. The
above joint statistical framework can then be used in connec-
tion with an inversion scheme for the characterization of the
ocean environment.

The development of classification schemes in a trans-
form domain is based on the observation that often a linear,
invertible transform restructures the signal, resulting in a set
of transform coefficients whose structure is simpler to model.
For bursty shallow-water acoustic signals, the 1D wavelet
transform seems to be a powerful modeling tool, providing a
natural arrangement of the wavelet coefficients into multiple
scales representing the frequency content of the signal in
consecutive bands.23 Besides, it has been pointed out that the
wavelet transforms of bursty signals tend to be sparse, result-
ing in a large number of coefficients with small magnitude
and a small number of large magnitude coefficients.24 This
property gives rise to peaky and heavy-tailed non-Gaussian
marginal distributions of the wavelet subband coefficients.24

The symmetric alpha-stable �S�S� distributions,25,26

have proven to be efficient in describing the content of many
texture images,27 which can be considered as of similar type
with that of an acoustic signal due to its impulsive character.
In the present work, it is demonstrated that this family of
distributions is also appropriate for the statistical character-
ization of a shallow-water acoustic signal. The similarity
measurement between two acoustic signals is performed
through an appropriate version of the KLD between the cor-
responding S�S distributions.

The paper is organized as follows: In Sec. II, the math-
ematical modeling of the source-channel-receiver system is
described. In Sec. III, the probabilistic setting for the prob-
lem of classifying underwater acoustic signals is briefly re-
viewed. In Sec. IV, the choice of the univariate symmetric
alpha-stable �S�S� model for the modeling of the marginal
distributions of the wavelet subband coefficients is justified,
while the feature extraction as well as the construction of an
appropriate similarity measure is described. In Sec. V, the
proposed scheme is applied to a database of simulated acous-
tic signals generated in a shallow-water environment to
evaluate the classification performance.

II. MODELING THE SOURCE-CHANNEL-RECEIVER
SYSTEM

The acoustic signals to be considered in the present
study are simulated broadband tomographic signals modeled
using acoustic wave theory applied in shallow water environ-
ments. An axially symmetric range-independent environment
will be considered.

The acoustic pressure p at a specific location x for a
sound source in location x0 of frequency � is given by for-

mula:
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p�x;x0;�� = HSR�x;x0;��S��� , �1�

where HSR��� is the system transfer function determined
by the Helmholtz equation written in a cylindrical co-
ordinate system �appropriate for the environment under
consideration� for a source placed at r=0, z=z0;

�2HSR�r,z;z0;�� + k2�z�HSR�r,z;z0;�� = −
1

2�r
��r���z − z0� ,

�2�

supplemented by the appropriate boundary and radiation
conditions. k�z�=� /c�z� is the wave number, where � is the
circular frequency, and c�z� the sound speed at depth z. S���
is the source excitation function, which is the present study
will be considered a Gaussian pulse representing standard
types of tomographic signals.

The pressure field in the time domain is given by the
inverse Fourier transform:

p�r,z;z0;t� = F−1�p�r,z;z0;��;� → t�

=
1

2�
�

−�

�

HSR�r,z;z0;��S���ei�td� . �3�

As in the present study, the analysis is free from any
restrictions imposed by the observable, the system transfer
function can be calculated using any appropriate propagation
model. However, the fact that the environment is considered
range independent, a normal mode code is the most accurate
for the calculation of the pressure field in the frequency do-
main and it will be used for the simulation of the acoustic
signal.

III. STATISTICAL SIGNAL CLASSIFICATION

In the analysis to follow, signal classification will be
associated with an inversion scheme not explicitly defined
here, based on minimization of an appropriately defined dif-
ference between a measured signal and a signal from a data-
base or from a set of signals simulated from a search space
on the environmental parameters to be recovered. The differ-
ence has to be determined using a signal feature �or observ-
able�. The term “query” used below is in fact the signal to be
classified.

Let F denote the feature space and X= �x1 , . . . ,xN �xi

�F , i=1, . . . ,N� be a set of N independent feature vectors
associated to a query. Also, let S= �1, . . . ,K� be the set of
class indicators associated with the classes in the database,
where each class corresponds to a specific sea environment.
Besides, in our setting we consider that each class contains
one signal generated with the corresponding environmental
parameters. Thus, in the rest of the paper a “class” is equiva-
lent to an environment associated to the corresponding signal
in the database. Denote the probability density function
�PDF� of the query feature vector space by pq�x� and the
PDF of class i�S by pi�x�. The design of a classification
scheme in a probabilistic framework, consists of finding an
appropriate map g :F�S. These maps constitute the set of
similarity functions.
The goal of a probabilistic classification system is the
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minimization of the probability of classification error, that is,
the probability P�g�X��s�. Hence, if we provide the system
with a set of feature vectors X drawn from class s�S, we
want to minimize the probability that the system will classify
the query in a class g�X� different from s. It can be shown28

that the optimal similarity function, that is, the one minimiz-
ing P�g�X��s�, is the Bayes or maximum a-posteriory
�MAP� classifier

gopt�X� = arg max
i

P�s = i�X�

= arg max
i

p�X�s = i�P�s = i� , �4�

where p�X �s= i� is the likelihood for the ith class and P�s
= i� its prior probability. Under the assumption that all
classes are a priori equally likely, the MAP classifier re-
duces to the ML classifier:

gopt�X� = arg max
i

p�X�s = i�

=
i.i.d.

arg max
i

1

N	
j=1

N

log p�x j�s = i� . �5�

When the number N of feature vectors is large, application of
the weak law of large numbers29 to Eq. �5� results in the
following equation:

�6�

where D�pq 
 pi� denotes the KLD or relative entropy be-
tween the two densities, pq�·� and pi�·�.

The problem of classifying a given query signal can be
formulated as a hypothesis problem. The query signal Sq is
represented by a feature data set, X= �x1 , . . . ,xN�, obtained
after a transformation step, and each class in the database,
Si�i=1, . . . ,C�, is assigned with a hypothesis Hi. Therefore,
the problem of classifying Sq in one of the database classes,
and thus recovering the environmental parameters corre-
sponding to this class, consists of selecting the class in the
database that is closer in terms of best hypothesis to the data
X of the given query signal Sq.

Under the assumption that all hypotheses are a priori
equally likely, which is equivalent to assume that all values
from a predefined search space are equally possible, the op-
timum rule resulting in the minimum probability of classifi-
cation error, is to select the hypothesis with the highest like-
lihood among the C. Thus, the selected class corresponds to
the hypothesis, Hi1

for which

p�X�Hi1
� � ¯ � p�X�Hi�, i � i1.

A computationally efficient implementation of this set-
ting is to adopt a parametric approach. Then, each condi-
tional PDF, p�X �Hi� is modeled by a member of a family of
PDFs, denoted by p�X ;�i�, where �i is a set of model pa-
rameters to be specified. In this framework, the extracted
signature for the signal Si is the set of estimated model pa-

ˆ
rameters �i, computed in the FE step. Then, implementation
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of Eq. �6� gives the optimal rule for classifying the given
query signal Sq to the closest class:

�1� Compute the KLDs between the query density p�X ;�q�
and the density p�X ;�i� associated with class Si in the
database, "i=1, . . . ,C:

D�p�X;�q�
p�X;�i�� =� p�x;�q�log
p�x;�q�
p�x;�i�

dx . �7�

�2� Classify Sq in the class corresponding to the smallest
value of the KLD.

The KLD in Eq. �7� can be computed using consistent esti-

mators �̂q and �̂i, for the model parameters. The ML estima-
tor is a consistent estimator22 and for the query signal it
gives:

�̂q = arg max
�

log p�X;�� . �8�

A chain rule29 can also be applied, in order to combine the
KLDs from multiple data sets. This rule states that the KLD
between two joint PDFs, p�X ,Y� and q�X ,Y�, where X ,Y
are assumed to be independent data sets, is given by

D�p�X,Y�
q�X,Y�� = D�p�X�
q�X�� + D�p�Y�
q�Y�� .

�9�

IV. STATISTICAL MODELING OF WAVELET
SUBBAND COEFFICIENTS VIA SYMMETRIC
ALPHA-STABLE DISTRIBUTIONS

In the FE step, an acoustic signal is decomposed into
several scales through a multiresolution analysis employing
the 1D wavelet transform.24 The energies of the resulting
wavelet coefficients identify the content of the signal at each
frequency band �scale�. The proposed method is based on the
accurate modeling of the tails of the marginal distribution of
the wavelet coefficients at each subband: The wavelet sub-
band coefficients in various scales are modeled as S�S ran-
dom variables.

The S�S distribution is best defined by its characteristic
function:30

��t� = exp�i�t − ���t��� , �10�

where � is the characteristic exponent, taking values 0	�

2, � �−�	�	�� is the location parameter, and � ��
�0� is the dispersion of the distribution. The characteristic
exponent is a shape parameter, which controls the “thick-
ness” of the tails of the density function. The smaller the �,
the heavier the tails of the S�S density function. The disper-
sion parameter determines the spread of the distribution
around its location parameter, similar to the variance of the
Gaussian. A S�S distribution is called standard if �=0 and
�=1. The notation X� f��� ,�� means that the random vari-
able X follows a S�S distribution with parameters � ,� ,�.

In general, no closed-form expressions exist for most
S�S density and distribution functions. Two important spe-
cial cases of S�S densities with closed-form expressions are
the Gaussian ��=2� and the Cauchy ��=1�. Unlike the

Gaussian density which has exponential tails, stable densities
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have tails following an algebraic rate of decay �P�X�x�
�Cx−�, as x→�, where C is a constant depending on the
model parameters�, hence random variables following S�S
distributions with small � values are highly impulsive.

An important characteristic of non-Gaussian S�S distri-
butions is the nonexistence of second-order moments. In-
stead, all moments of order p less than � do exist and are
called the fractional lower-order moments. In particular, the
FLOM’s of a S�S random variable X� f��� ,�=0�, are given
by:25

E��X�p� = �C�p,�� · ��p, 0 	 p 	 � , �11�

where

�C�p,���p =

2p+1�� p + 1

2
��−

p

�


�����−
p

2


=

��1 −
p

�


cos��

2
p��1 − p�

. �12�

During the FE step, the S�S model parameters �� ,�� are
estimated using the consistent ML method described by
Nolan,31 which gives reliable estimates and provides the
tightest confidence intervals.

The 1D orthogonal discrete wavelet transform �DWT�
expands a signal using a certain basis, whose elements are
scaled and translated versions of a single prototype filter
�“mother wavelet”�. In particular, at the first stage the DWT
decomposes a signal in one low-frequency approximation
subband and a high-frequency detail subband. The decompo-
sition process can then be iterated, with successive approxi-
mation subbands being decomposed in turn, so that one sig-
nal is broken down into many lower resolution components
�dyadic scales�. Thus, a signal decomposed in N levels re-
sults in N+1 subbands, 1 approximation subband and N de-
tail subbands.

There are interesting properties of the wavelet
transform23 that justify its use in the proposed classification
system, among them are the following: Locality �signal con-
tent can be analyzed in a local area�, multiresolution �signal
is decomposed at a nested set of dyadic scales�. Because of
these properties, the wavelet transforms of impulsive signals
tend to be sparse, resulting in a large number of small mag-
nitude coefficients and a small number of large magnitude
coefficients. Importantly, this property is in conflict with the
Gaussian assumption, giving rise to peaky and heavy-tailed
non-Gaussian marginal distributions of the wavelet subband
coefficients.

In the proposed data modeling, the statistical fitting pro-
ceeds in two steps: First, we assess whether the data deviate
from the normal distribution and we determine if they have
heavy tails by employing normal probability plots.32 Then,
we check if the data is in the stable domain of attraction by
estimating the characteristic exponent � directly from the

data and by providing the related confidence intervals. As a
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further stability diagnostics, we employ the amplitude prob-
ability density �APD� curves �P��X��x�� that give a good
indication of whether the S�S fit matches the data near the
mode and on the tails of the distribution.

In the subsequent analysis, the effectiveness of a S�S
density function for the approximation of the empirical den-
sity of the subband coefficients, near the mode and on the
tails, is assessed using the signal of Fig. 4�a�, which has been
simulated using the environmental parameters of Table I. A
description of the sea environment corresponding to these
environmental parameters will be given in Sec. V.

Figure 1 compares the S�S and generalized Gaussian
density �GGD� fits together with the empirical curve for the
subbands of the simulated acoustic signal, which was decom-
posed in three levels using Daubechies’ 4 �db4� wavelet.33

Clearly, the S�S density is superior to the GGD, following
more closely both the mode and the tail of the empirical
APDs �that is, the APDs where P��X��x� is computed as the
percentage of the wavelet coefficients with amplitude greater
than x, with x varying between 0 and a maximum value

TABLE I. The shallow water environment.

Water depth �H� 200 m
Range �R� 5 km
Central frequency �f0� 100 Hz
Bandwidth �f� 40 Hz
Source/receiver depth 100 m

Sound speed profile in the water:
cw�0� 1500 m/s
cw�min� 1490 m/s
cw�H� 1515 m/s
d �depth of min cw�z�� 50 m

Semi-infinite substrate:
csb 1600 m/s
�sb 1200 kg/m3

FIG. 1. Modeling of the four wavelet subbands of the three-level decompo-
sition of the Signal-1 with the S�S and the GGD APD’s depicted in solid
and dashed lines, respectively. The dashed-dotted line denotes the empirical

APD.
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determined as the maximum amplitude of the available set of
wavelet coefficients�, than the exponentially decaying GGD.
Table II shows the ML estimates of the characteristic expo-
nent � together with the corresponding 95% confidence in-
tervals, for a set of ten simulated acoustic signals obtained
using the environment shown in Table I, with d ranging from
20 m to 65 m in steps of 5 m �d=20:5 :65 m�.

Each of them is decomposed in three levels using db4
filters. It can be observed that the confidence intervals de-
pend on the decomposition level. In particular, they become
wider as the level increases since the number of samples
used for estimating the S�S parameters gets smaller because
of the subsampling that takes place between scales. Table II
also demonstrates that the coefficients of different subbands
exhibit various degrees of non-Gaussianity. Figure 2 displays
the histograms of the estimated characteristic exponent val-
ues for the simulated acoustic signals in the database to be
described in Sec. V, which are also decomposed in three
levels using the db4 wavelet, resulting in four wavelet sub-
bands. It is observed that for this set of signals, the wavelet

TABLE II. S�S modeling of detail subband coeffic
using the environment of Table I, with d= l m, using D
parameter estimates and 95% confidence intervals fo

Signal Level 1

TD20 1.1792±0.046
TD25 1.1854±0.047
TD30 1.1891±0.048
TD35 1.199±0.048
TD40 1.2031±0.047
TD45 1.2011±0.047
TD50 1.2056±0.046
TD55 1.1978±0.046
TD60 1.2017±0.047
TD65 1.2086±0.047

FIG. 2. Histograms representing the relative frequencies of the estimated
characteristic exponent values for the 1207 simulated acoustic signals in our

database �cf. Sec. V�.
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coefficients follow statistics that are highly non-Gaussian
and heavy tailed, since the values of the characteristic expo-
nent range in the interval �1,1.4� for each of the subbands.
On the other hand, the dispersion �, with respect to the
whole database, ranges in the interval �10−4, 1.33�.

A. Feature extraction

After the implementation of the 1D wavelet transform,
the marginal statistics of the coefficients at each decomposi-
tion level are modeled via a S�S distribution. Then, to ex-
tract the features, we simply estimate the �� ,�� pairs at each
subband.

Thus, for a given acoustic signal S, decomposed in L
levels, its signature is given by the set of the L+1 pairs of the
estimated parameters:

S � ���1,�1�,��2,�2�, . . . ,��L+1,�L+1�� , �13�

where ��i ,�i� are the estimated model parameters of the
i-th subband. Note that we follow the convention that
i=1 corresponds to the Detail subband at the first decom-
position level, while i=L+1 corresponds to the Approxi-
mation subband at the L-th level. The total size of the
above signature equals 2�L+1� which means that the con-
tent of an acoustic signal can be represented by only a few
parameters, in contrast with the large number of the trans-
form coefficients.

B. Similarity measurement

In the proposed classification scheme, the similarity
measurement between two distinct acoustic signals was car-
ried out by employing the KLD. Unfortunately, there is no
closed-form expression for the KLD between two general
S�S distributions which are not Cauchy or Gaussian. To ad-
dress this problem, numerical methods could be employed
for the computation of the KLD between two numerically
approximated S�S densities, resulting in an increased com-
putational burden.

In order to avoid the increased computational complex-
ity of a numerical scheme, first the corresponding character-

of 10 time-domain signals, �TDl�l=20:5:65, simulated
chies’ 4 wavelet and three decomposition levels. ML
characteristic exponent � are given.

il wavelet subbands

Level 2 Level 3

1.2104±0.073 1.2119±0.101
1.2017±0.073 1.1914±0.100
1.1959±0.075 1.1604±0.102
1.2211±0.074 1.1864±0.102
1.2159±0.074 1.2294±0.109
1.1974±0.075 1.1897±0.106
1.2024±0.075 1.2054±0.104
1.1978±0.074 1.2503±0.105
1.2043±0.074 1.2267±0.104
1.2053±0.073 1.2164±0.103
ients
aube

r the

Deta
istic functions are transformed into valid probability density
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functions and then the KLD is applied on these normalized
versions of the characteristic functions. Due to the one-to-
one correspondence between a S�S density and its associated
characteristic function, it is expected that the KLD between
normalized characteristic functions will be a good similarity
measure between the acoustic signals.

If ���� is a characteristic function corresponding to a
S�S distribution, then the function

�̂��� =
����

c
�14�

is a valid density function when

c = �
−�

�

����d� .

For the parameterization of the S�S characteristic function
given by Eq. �10�, and assuming that the densities are cen-
tered at zero, that is �=0, which is true in the case of wavelet
subband coefficients since the average value of a wavelet is
zero, the normalization factor is given by

c =

2�� 1

�


��
. �15�

By employing the KLD between a pair of normalized S�S
characteristic functions, the following closed form
expression27 is obtained:

D��̂1
�̂2� = ln� c2

c1
 −

1

�1
+ ��2

�1
�2

·

���2 + 1

�1


�� 1

�1
 , �16�

where ��i ,�i� are the estimated parameters of the character-
istic function �i�·� and ci is its normalizing factor. It can be
proven that D��̂1 
 �̂2��0 with equality if and only if
��1 ,�1�= ��2 ,�2�. That is, the KLD between two signals is
minimized when their S�S model parameters are equal.

Thus, the implementation of an L-level DWT on each
underwater acoustic signal, results in its representation by
L+1 subbands, �D1 ,D2 , . . . ,DL ,AL�, where Di, Ai denote the
ith level detail and approximation subband coefficients, re-
spectively. Assuming that the wavelet coefficients belonging
to different subbands are independent, Eq. �9� yields the fol-
lowing expression for the overall distance between two
acoustic signals S1 ,S2:

D�S1
S2� = 	
k=1

L+1

D��̂S1,k
�̂S2,k� . �17�

V. CLASSIFICATION RESULTS USING
SYNTHETIC DATA

In this section, the efficiency of the proposed classifica-
tion scheme for shallow water acoustic transmissions is
evaluated using simulated signals, based on the environment
described in Table I. Figure 3 shows the sea environment of

the experimental setup, which is assumed range independent
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and axially symmetric. It consists of a shallow water layer
and a semi-infinite bottom �the substrate�, which are consid-
ered fluid and the sound speed profile may vary with depth in
the water layer, while it is constant in the substrate. For
simplicity, the density of both layers is assumed to be con-
stant.

The tomographic signals are modeled in the frequency
domain using a Gaussian pulse of central frequency f0

=100 Hz and a bandwidth f =40 Hz placed at the depth of
100 m. The environmental parameters appear in Table I.
First, we generate a set of synthetic signals in order to study
the sensitivity of the proposed scheme for small variations of
the sound speed in the water column. In particular, for the
parameter d, denoting the depth of the minimum sound speed
in the water column, a variation in the range �20,100� m
with a step size of 5 m is considered, while the sound speed
on the surface varies in the interval �1495,1505� m/s with a
step size equal to 2 m/s and the minimum sound speed at the
depth of d m takes values in the interval �1480,1500� m/s
with a step size of 2 m/s. By taking all the permissible com-
binations of the above parameters according to the sound
speed profile shown in Fig. 3, a database with a total of 1207
acoustic signals is obtained, which is equivalent to consider-
ing 1207 different sea environments, due to our simulation
setup, in which we generate one signal for each setting of the
sea parameters. Note that in an actual inversion procedure,
the database is never constructed a priori, as more sophisti-
cated algorithms controlling the change of the candidate pa-
rameters are applied. However, for the objective of the
present study, the construction of the data base using pre-
defined values of the possible environmental parameters is
the most appropriate procedure.

The simulated data correspond to measurements at the
depth of 100 m and range of 5 km from the source. The data
are calculated using the normal-mode program MODE1 de-
veloped at FO.R.T.H. These data are provided as input to the
inverse discrete Fourier transform to yield the signals in the
time domain.

Each of the time-domain signals is decomposed by
implementing a three-level 1D DWT using the db2 and db4
wavelets, which have shown the best performance among the
wavelets tested for this application. Before proceeding, the

FIG. 3. The shallow water sea environment used in the present study.
APD curves corresponding to the the 4 wavelet subbands of
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the two signals “Signal-1” and “Signal-2,” shown in Fig. 4,
are compared �Fig. 5�. Note that Signal-1 corresponds to the
parameters of Table I, whereas Signal-2 corresponds to
cw�min�=1495 m/s, that is, to a small variation of the mini-
mum sound speed in the water column. It is observed that,
although the two signals only slightly differ with the mini-
mum sound speed, their corresponding APDs are clearly dis-
tinguishable, especially for the approximation subband and
the second-level detail subband, verifying the sensitivity of
the S�S model to small variations of the environmental pa-
rameters.

In the sequel, the query is the Signal-1. We evaluate the
performance of the classification scheme which employs the
signatures ���1 ,�1� , . . . , ��8 ,�8�� containing the estimated
S�S parameters of the four subbands, as well as the reduced
signatures ���1 ,�1� , . . . , ��6 ,�6�� containing the estimated
model parameters of the three detail subbands only. The sec-
ond signature is justified by the fact that the approximation
subband, which is a low-pass residual of the original signal,
may not preserve the sparsity property of the wavelet trans-
form mentioned above, which results in estimated character-

FIG. 4. Acoustic signals simulated in the shallow water environment of
Table I with sound speed profiles: �a� �cw�0�=1500 m/s, cw�min�
=1490 m/s, d=50 m� and �b� �cw�0�=1500 m/s, cw�min�=1495 m/s, d
=50 m�.

FIG. 5. Comparison between the APD curves of the 4 wavelet subbands for
the Signal-1 depicted in solid line and the Signal-2 depicted in dash-dotted

line.
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istic exponent values very close or equal to 2, that is the
marginal distribution of the approximation subband coeffi-
cients is Gaussian.

Figure 6 displays the KLD between Signal-1 and each
signal in the database, as a function of the environmental
parameters cw�min� and the depth d, where the sound speed
takes its minimum value. All of the signals are decomposed
using the db2 wavelet. It is observed that in this case, the use
of the two signatures—the original �Fig. 6�a�� and the re-
duced �Fig. 6�b��—does not change the regions where the
minimum KLD is achieved. The star in the two plots corre-
sponds to zero KLD, that is, its coordinates are equal to the
environmental parameters of Signal-1 and this point is
unique according to what it has already been mentioned
about the KLD between S�S characteristic functions.

It can also be seen that the inclusion of the approxima-
tion subband only affects the discrimination power of the
KLD between the query signal and the signals which are
already “far” from it. Note that the maximum KLD occurs in
the same region of the two plots, but it takes a higher value
�1.8� when the signature contains the S�S parameters of the
approximation subband. On the other hand, taking into ac-
count this subband during the similarity measurement step,
does not benefit the discrimination power of the KLD in the
regions, where it is minimized using only the detail sub-
bands. Besides, this wavelet seems to be unsuitable for an
efficient classification scheme, since the regions of minimum
KLD are quite large and cover different ranges of the two
environmental parameters.

Figure 7 presents the KLD between Signal-1 and each
signal in the database, as a function of the same two envi-
ronmental parameters, cw�min� and d, when all the signals
are decomposed using the db4 wavelet. The improvement, in
comparison with the results provided by the db2 wavelet, is
obvious. The regions of minimum KLD have been signifi-
cantly shrunk around the point of zero KLD, denoted by the

FIG. 6. KLD between Signal-1 and the database signals, decomposed in 3
levels with db2, as a function of cw�min� and d using �a� all wavelet sub-
bands and �b� only the details.
star, and close to it.
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Regarding the comparison with respect to the two signa-
tures, it is observed that the original signature �Fig. 7�a��,
containing the S�S parameters of the four subbands, results
in a KLD with an increased discrimination power, than the
reduced signature �Fig. 7�b�� with the estimated parameters
of the detail subbands only. Note also that the maximum
KLD ��2� achieved for the original signature, is greater than
the maximum KLD corresponding to the reduced one, as in
the db2 case. Thus, in the db4 case, the inclusion of the
approximation subband is important for the design of an ef-
ficient classification scheme.

In order to obtain some indication on the possible ad-
vantages of the proposed method for signal classification
with respect to other existing ones, we include Fig. 8 which
presents the dispersion curves for the two signals under con-
sideration. For shallow water environments, modal inversion
schemes are considered effective for the characterization of
the environment. For the case under consideration it is clear
that lower-order modes, which play an important role in to-
mographic inversions for the water column, are not well
identified for both signals. Although higher-order modes are
well identified and they are different for the two signals, no
definite conclusion, as regards the efficiency of an inversion
scheme based on modal dispersion curves �or modal travel

FIG. 7. KLD between Signal-1 and the database signals, decomposed in 3
levels with db4, as a function of cw�min� and d using �a� all wavelet sub-
bands and �b� only the Details.

TABLE III. S�S modeling of Detail subband coef
simulated using the environment of Table I, with sub
position levels. ML parameter estimates for the �� ,�

Signal Level 1

TD1180 �1.1576, 10.564�
TD1185 �1.1589, 10.537�
TD1190 �1.1604, 10.506�
TD1195 �1.1667, 10.455�
TD1200 �1.1688, 10.44�
TD1205 �1.1689, 10424�
TD1210 �1.1705, 10.472�
TD1215 �1.1719, 10.408�
TD1220 �1.1709, 10.39�
TD1225 �1.1695, 10.369�
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 119, No. 3, March 2006 Taroudakis
time�, can be derived without further analysis. On the other
hand, the proposed classification does not suffer from any
restrictions as regards the specific character of the signal fea-
ture, and therefore it can be considered as a good alternative
to signal classification using modal issues, such as modal
phase and modal travel time.

As a second illustration, the sensitivity of the S�S model
parameters to small variations of the sound speed in the sub-
strate �csb�, as well as the substrate density ��sb� is studied.
For this purpose, a second synthetic experiment is per-
formed, by generating a set of simulated signals according to
the shallow water environmental parameters shown in Table
I. The sound speed in the substrate varies in the interval
�1550,1650� m/s with a step size equal to 5 m/s and the
substrate density varies in the interval �1170,1240� kg/m3

with a step size equal to 1 kg/m3, resulting in a set with a
total of 1491 synthetic acoustic signals.

Each of the above signals is decomposed by implement-
ing a three-level 1D DWT. We tested different wavelet func-
tions, but we present the results only for the db4 wavelet,
that gave the best performance. Table III shows the ML es-

FIG. 8. Dispersion curves corresponding to the simulated signals Signal-1
and Signal-2.

ts of ten time-domain signals, �TD�sb
��sb=1180:5:1225,

density �sb, using Daubechies’ 4 filter and 3 decom-
4� parameter pairs are given.

il wavelet subbands

Level 2 Level 3

�1.2058, 3.426� �1.2531, 211.73�
1.2095, 3.3433� �1.2491, 211.01�
1.2155, 3.3493� �1.2454, 210.39�
1.2088, 3.3264� �1.2428, 209.58�
1.2147, 3.3247� �1.2397, 208.85�
1.2178, 3.3153� �1.2381, 208.04�
1.2186, 3.3084� �1.2351, 207.33�
1.2188, 3.2973� �1.2326, 206.56�
1.2228, 3.2965� �1.2328, 205.95�
1.2262, 3.2967� �1.2324, 205.43�
ficien
strate
/10−

Deta

�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
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timates for the S�S parameter pairs �� ,� /10−4� for ten sig-
nals of the above dataset, with the same sound speed in the
substrate �csb=1600 m/s� and different substrate density tak-
ing the values �b=1180:5 :1225. It is clear that for these
selected signals, the corresponding estimated characteristic
exponents �, as well as the estimated dispersions � are quite
close. Thus, one could claim that it would be difficult to
classify a given query signal in the correct environment, rep-
resented by the database signal whose feature vector is clos-
est to that of the query signal than the feature vectors of the
other database signals, since the model parameters corre-
sponding to the wavelet subbands of two different database
signals are very close to each other.

However, Fig. 9 displays the KLD between the query,
which is the signal corresponding to csb=1595 m/s and �sb

=1194 kg/m3, and each one of the 1491 signals in the data-
base, as a function of the environmental parameters csb and
�sb. The values of the KLD are shown in the dB scale and the
x,y axes have been properly adjusted, for a better visualiza-
tion. The region around the location of minimum KLD, de-
noted by the star in the two plots, is quite tight, indicating a
high discrimination power of the KLD between S�S distri-
butions, even in the cases of very small variations of the
substrate sound speed and the substrate density. Besides, it is
clear that in this case, the use of the original signature �Fig.
9�a�� results in an increased performance compared with the
reduced one �Fig. 9�b��.

Figure 10 shows that the proposed classification scheme
is able to perform a satisfactory correspondence of a given
query to the correct environment, when the substrate density
is variable, even in the case that the S�S model parameters
are close enough. In particular, each curve in this figure cor-
responds to the KLD values between each one of the six
signals with the same csb=1600 m/s and different densities
�b=1178, 1183, 1192, 1212, 1223, and 1235 kg/m3, respec-
tively, and the 71 database signals corresponding to csb

=1600 m/s and �sb� �1170:1 :1240� kg/m3. We observe
that, for each of the last five signals, the minimum KLD is

FIG. 9. KLD between the query signal �csb=1595 m/s, �sb=1194 kg/m3�
and the 1491 database signals, decomposed in 3 levels with db4, as a func-
tion of csb and �sb using �a� all wavelet subbands and �b� only the details.
achieved very close to the corresponding true substrate den-
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sity, despite the fact that the flatness of the region around the
expected density is different for each curve. For the first
signal ��sb=1178�, the difference between the true density
and the density that achieves the minimum KLD is slightly
larger, but it still remains in a small region on the “substrate
density” axis, which is close enough to the true density.

Taking into account the well-known fact, that the density
value of the substrate is very difficult to be determined ac-
curately using a typical inversion scheme, this result rein-
forces our persuasion that a statistical similarity function,
such as the KLD, is often preferable than a deterministic one,
such as a norm-based distance function between the feature
vectors. In addition, it reveals the necessity for the construc-
tion of an appropriate similarity function that will be capable
of improving the classification performance, even in the
cases that the feature extraction results in features that may
not be too distinct. The proposed version of the KLD be-
tween S�S distributions, seems to be quite powerful with
respect to discriminating two simulated acoustic signals with
S�S parameters �� ,�� that are very close to each other.

This sensitivity of the KLD to small variations of the
sound speed profile in shallow water and the bottom, as well
as to small variations of the substrate density, makes this
similarity measure an appropriate tool that can be used as the
basis of an inversion procedure for geoacoustic inversions.

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, the design of a classification scheme for
acoustic signals recorded in shallow water, based on a S�S
modeling of the coefficients of a 1D wavelet decomposition
has been discussed. In particular, it was demonstrated that
the set of the parameters of the S�S distributions, describing
the statistical behavior of the 1D wavelet subband coeffi-
cients, is an effective set of features that can be used for the
classification of an underwater acoustic signal. Regarding the
task of similarity measurement, the choice of the KLD be-
tween normalized S�S characteristic functions, which is a

FIG. 10. KLD between each one of the 6 signals, with the same csb

=1600 m/s and �sb=1178, 1183, 1192, 1212, 1223 and 1235 kg/m3, respec-
tively, and the 71 database signals obtained for csb=1600 m/s and by vary-
ing the sediment density in the interval �1170:1 :1240� kg/m3.
statistical measure of similarity, seems to be appropriate in
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capturing the statistical difference of two distinct signals
generated even in very similar environments, and thus this
KLD is capable in distinguishing two shallow-water environ-
ments with approximately the same parameters. This means
that the proposed technique can classify, with high probabil-
ity, an underwater signal in the correct environment where it
was recorded. Moreover, it has been shown that the choice of
the suitable wavelet function is important for an increased
classification performance.

The main computational cost of the proposed scheme,
when applied for an inversion problem, is due to the prepro-
cessing step, which includes simulation of a signal in the
time-domain using the inverse discrete Fourier transform,
followed by the 1D DWT. After this process, the proposed
scheme is efficient in terms of computational complexity,
since each signal is now represented by only a few param-
eters, the estimated S�S model parameters. Besides, the
KLD has a closed-form expression, which can be simply
evaluated using the estimated parameters.

Future research directions, which could further result in
an improved classification system with decreased probability
of classification error, before a complete inversion procedure
is applied for the classification of a sea environment, are the
following: First of all, the main assumption throughout the
present work was the statistical independence between the
wavelet coefficients at adjacent decomposition levels. Re-
garding the task of similarity measurement between two dis-
tinct acoustic signals, we did not take into account the pos-
sible interlevel dependencies between the transform
coefficients. In this case, we could further improve the power
of the similarity measure by considering some kind of chain
rule for the KLD between two signals,22 or by exploiting the
possible interdependencies using a multivariate statistical
model.
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